An Event Report on “TALENT HUNT” conducted by Whimpsy Club (FCA)

Talent Hunt is an event, which gives a platform to students to represent their talents in any field. It not only helps the participating students to show their abilities but also motivates other students, to come up front and show their hidden potential.

The Talent Hunt was organized on July 26, 2014, by Prof. Disha Parekh. Students participated enthusiastically in this event and displayed their abilities magnificently. Key participants were Rishi Chakravarty (Class 5 A) for singing, Kuldeep Sorathiya and Devendra Kanjariya (Class 5 B) for logo creation, Priya Faldu (Class 5 D) for mehndi, Maitri Mehta, Janki Vala and Bhavika Kava (Integrated MCA Sem 3) for Drawing, Bansi Desai and Tanvi Ajani(Class 5 D) for Rangoli, Bansi Desai(Class 5 D) and Nikita Desai(Class 5 E) for Mirror Effect Writing, and Maitri Mehta for essay writing. All students actively participated in the event and have shown their enthusiasm and dedication in their efforts.
Students busy with drawing and logo designing

Students displaying their talents of Mehndi and Singing

At the end of the event, winners were announced which included the following participants: Tanvi Ajani, Bansi Desai, Bhavika Kava, Janki Vala, Maitri Mehta and Priya Faldu. All the winners were felicitated with prize. MEFGI- Dean (FCA) heartily congratulated them for showcasing their talents.
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